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The influence of 5G has penetrated into all aspects of people’s lives. The field of garment production management is inevitably
affected by 5G. The various advanced technologies it promotes can greatly promote the production and management of
clothing. Learning and understanding these technologies can help you learn how to change in the changing garment factory to
obtain more intelligent and efficient production methods without being excluded by age. The garment production line
management system proposed in this paper is based on the garment production line, introduces Internet technology into the
garment production process, and monitors all links of the garment production process through the Zigbee network. The
system improves the automation degree of enterprises, greatly expands the application scope of wireless sensor networks, and
improves the application level of data acquisition, monitoring, equipment maintenance, and diagnosis in China’s industrial
field. Wireless network node location technology is also an important supporting technology for managing wireless Zigbee
networks. The visual display of a physical topology map can effectively help administrators manage and maintain wireless
networks.

1. Introduction

5G is the fifth-generation wireless communication. The
advantages of 5G include high speed, low delay, high
throughput, and high security. It is impossible to simply
understand the upgrade of traditional technology of the com-
munication network. It should be regarded as a technological
change with essential and subversive changes in various fields
affecting people’s production and life. Therefore, we have
such a problem [1]. In the 5G era, how can the field of gar-
ment production management keep pace with the times
and improve its own scientific and technological content?
With the elimination of old technology, the field of garment
production management is inevitably affected by 5G technol-
ogy. This technology promotes production, and various
advanced technologies are extremely convenient for garment
factory production and garment management [2].

In the traditional garment production process, the site
control is poor, and the bottleneck of the production line
cannot be foreseen. In the process of production and pro-

cessing, a large number of data such as material data, labor
time, and output data need to be recorded manually. In
addition, when product quality problems occur in the pro-
cessing process, quality tracking cannot be carried out, and
the classification of responsibilities is unclear. Finally, due
to the lack of on-site systematic management, it is difficult
to estimate the production progress of orders and the data
that have been completed in the workshop. The production
cost cannot be calculated correctly [3].

The automatic garment production monitoring system is
equipped with RFID reader devices in each process and RF
tag cards on each garment. When clothes pass through each
process, employees can use the cards to observe the current
line processing process and the completion of each process
in real time and estimate the overall completion time, thus
realizing the overall monitoring of the production line [4].
The monitoring process can also count the ratio of each
employee and the labor effect in the cycle. These play an
important and decisive role in stimulating the enthusiasm
of employees. Combined with Internet of Things technology
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and garment production management system, it can signifi-
cantly improve efficiency and reduce costs [5].

A low-cost information collection system is used to
manage the distribution of clothing production lines in
order to ensure traceability of products throughout the sup-
ply chain, which is very important for any product. For the
garment production line, the traditional way is to rely on
the team leader’s personal experience or intuition without
relying on data. If the management team leader or workers
are not on duty, it will directly affect the production effi-
ciency and damage the production capacity. For such prob-
lems, the system uses information collection tools to
continuously use the collected data in the supply chain and
analyzes the data to display it [6]. In this way, even inexpe-
rienced leaders can use the data provided for management
purposes. Research shows that team change can be achieved
by assignment. With the development of science and tech-
nology, various new technologies are also applied in all walks
of life, and nanotechnology is also applied to the clothing
industry. The characteristics of nanomaterials determine
that they can play a role in promoting and innovating the
clothing industry. We summarized the nanodispersion the-
ory by searching literature and then, combined with experi-
ments, put forward the application of nanomaterials in safe
and intelligent clothing design [7].

Military protective clothing is often threatened or
destroyed by chemical components, coupled with a series
of shortcomings such as its own bulkiness, so its practicality
has been of wide concern. Researchers made graphene elec-
tronic fabric by laminating graphene, which is light, durable,
and scalable. In addition, graphene intelligent protective
clothing is provided by configuring a graphene triboelectric
nanogenerator [8]. Through experiments, it is found that
the clothing has high sensitivity to chemical warfare agents.
Nowadays, with the rapid development of digitalization,
many traditional industries have begun to change to digital
industries, such as the clothing industry. Everyone is com-
peting to launch the digital customization platform for
clothing, but it is still in the exploratory stage, and the satis-
faction is not very high in the actual use process. In fact, it is
mainly caused by the low consumer participation and poor
communication of the platform. To solve this problem, we
first analyze the psychological needs of customers and then
optimize and transform them in combination with the con-
struction of the sales platform and design an intelligent
interactive platform for personalized clothing customization
[9]. Young people are exposed to more and more diversified
things, and they also have a higher personalized pursuit of
clothing. In order to meet the needs, we designed an intel-
ligent clothing matching selection system, that is, a per-
sonalized clothing recommendation solution based on a
self-organizing mapping SOM neural network. The system
combines the collected personalized demand information
with the objective elements of customers and then estab-
lishes a database to mine personal preferences. By using
this system, we can provide customers with relevant refer-
ence for clothing [10]. Experiments show that the system
has good accuracy and performance and has great devel-
opment potential.

2. Detailed Design and Implementation of Each
Module of the System

2.1. Grid Probabilistic Positioning Algorithm. The biggest
feature of the DV-Hop localization algorithm is that it does
not need any auxiliary hardware equipment, but the algo-
rithm itself is not optimized and the localization accuracy
of specific network applications is not high. Therefore, the
system transforms the node location problem into the prob-
lem of identifying the correct location of network nodes in
each grid [11].

For ∀k ⊆ S‐A, we set the unknown node “k” in A and set
the minimum number of hops Hk = ðhk1, hk2,⋯hk∣A∣Þ for each
anchor node of A. The unknown node “K” can be expressed
as the probability distribution in the grid by the following
formula.

Fk =
f k11 ⋯ f k1n

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

f kn1 ⋯ f knn

0
BB@

1
CCA, ∀k ⊆ S − A: ð1Þ

The probability of unknown nodes in each grid satisfies
the following equation.

f kij =
Probability that the sensor node“” is located at the i, jð Þposition, i, jð Þ ∉ A,
0, i, jð Þ ∈ A:

(

ð2Þ

f kij represents the probability that the sensor node “k” is

located ði, jÞ in the grid. The calculation method of f kij itself
is expressed in equation (3). Of course, if the location ði, jÞ is
the location of the anchor node, then the probability that the
unknown node is in this grid is zero.

f kij =
YAj j

l=1
p
hkij
ij : ð3Þ

p
hkij
ij in equation (3) represents the probability that the

number of hops from the unknown node “k” to each anchor
node is the number of hops represented by the vector Hk.
The probability of the Poisson distribution is expressed as
the following formula.

Pτ

λτ−1e−λ
τ − 1ð Þ! : ð4Þ

In formula (4), τ = 1, 2,⋯and λ are the hops and dis-
tances from the unknown node to the anchored node.
Through this calculation, the probability that the unknown
node “k” exists in each grid in the message topology can be
obtained, in which case, only the location of the maximum
probability or the estimated location of the location node
“k” is determined.
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2.2. Realization of RFID Data Acquisition. Users use RFID
readers to collect data in the system. The identification stage
includes the operation of finding the card, preventing colli-
sion, and operating the card. Authentication provides the
password of the selected card through authentication, and
the authentication authority of the card provides effective
protection of the data in the card. You can start reading
and writing the data in the card through authentication [12].

Figure 1 shows a flow of an RFID reader operation rep-
resenting an implementation function of a corresponding
function. Under normal circumstances, after receiving the
card reading instruction, the card reader will first look for
the card operation and then send a radio frequency signal
to look for the response card. If a plurality of radio frequency
tags exist within the identification range of the card reader, a
plurality of cards respond to a card search signal sent by the
card reader. At this time, the card reader adopts anticollision
protocol. One of the many cards found to operate is selected.
If a card is selected, we check whether we have access to the
sectors that need to be read and written. The contents of the
card are read and written only after passing the verification.
After the final operation, the final operation card is needed.
In this case, when the card cannot leave due to the test sys-
tem, if the data in the card can be read again, the card reader
needs to be reset.

Because the macroprocessor is single-column red, the
idea of the main function design of the system is whether
various tag bits polled continuously in the dead cycle are
already located in it, and after initialization, they enter the
dead cycle and become the state where their respective tags
are polled. As you can see from the loop, if there is no iden-
tification location, the job of the system is to find the card. In
the operation of the card, the buzzer prompts the user with a
prompt sound of success or warning according to the oper-
ation result in Figure 2.

The system has two kinds of tag cards. One is the
employee card assigned to the employee. The other is a card
distributed by clothing. We call it the “packing card.” When
the card reader reads different types of cards, the screen will
display different contents. The acquisition terminal reads
data from the card, first judges the type of the card, and
makes different responses to different types of the card.

The card operation trigger event is when the reader reads
the legitimate tags belonging to the system, that is, the above
two tags. In order to complete a friendly interaction with
users, prompt information will be displayed on the LCD
screen when operating the card. At the same time, if external
instructions are needed in operation, keyboard operation
will be involved. There is no mobile banking on the monitor.
The word touch code of the word to be displayed is stored in
an array in advance. It is just read directly when necessary.
Keyboard operations are performed through external
interruptions.

In order to count the accounting of employees,
employees should first use their own employee cards before
using the packaging cards. Therefore, when the card reader
identifies the card, it must first determine whether the
employee card is used in the current system. If there is an
employee card recorded on the system, it will show the code

of the current operator. Otherwise, the monitor will swipe
the employee card first and then finish reading the card. If
the unregistered card is detected, the LCD panel will also
pay attention to the corresponding operation. Normally, if
the confirmation card is an employee card, the current oper-
ator is prompted and the current employee number stored in
the local cache is updated in Figure 3.

In order to improve CPU utilization, the macroprocessor
uses the interrupt mechanism, because the macroprocessor
operates in single-column red. Interruptions used during
system implementation will interrupt timer interruptions
and serial data reception. Timer interruption is mainly used
for timing display. For example, the information of the cur-
rent user will be automatically displayed after a certain
period of time after swiping the card. Reception of serial data
is interrupted. This is mainly used for receiving serial data.
After receiving the serial data, the Serial Port Receive Inter-
rupt Service Handling Subroutine is executed if the location
of the tag is detected.

The crosstalk interrupt handler is responsible for receiv-
ing serial data. Crosstalk is received per byte, and the register
flag bit RI is set to 1. The received data is set on the register
SBUF. Therefore, our job is to set the received data into an
arrangement. The process flow is shown in Figure 4.

If the register RI is set to 1, it indicates that new data
has arrived at the serial port, where the data is received
in byte form, and it is first determined whether the
received byte is a frame header, and if it is the auxiliary
flag bit Frame Start, it is determined whether the current
byte is a data frame header or a frame trailer. Because
the header and trailer use the same recognition, for Frame
Start recognition, if 0 is the header, 1 represents the trailer.
The flag position is set to 1 after the initial reception of the
frame header, and if 0xC0 is encountered again after the

Searching card

Anti-collision

Card selection

Read and write

Certification

End

Figure 1: RFID reader operation flow.
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reception of data, the current byte can be determined to be
the last of the frame.

2.3. Design and Implementation of Reliable Communication
in Zigbee. Zigbee is a wireless network protocol with low
speed and short distance transmission. The bottom layer is
the media access layer and physical layer which adopt the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard specification. The main features are
low speed, low power consumption, low cost, support for a
large number of network nodes, support for a variety of net-
work topologies, low complexity, fast, reliable, and safe. Zig-
bee is a new wireless communication technology, which is

suitable for a series of electronic components and devices
with short transmission range and low data transmission
rate. It is a wireless network technology with short distance,
low cost, and low power consumption, and it is also a tech-
nology suitable for star network topology. The Zigbee net-
work transport software module sends data to the trusted
module via crosstalk. The coordinator module is physically
connected with the ARM9 gateway, and the main logic is
implemented on the Linux platform, but the coordinator
itself is only responsible for a data transceiver. There is not
much processing logic [13]. Then this time, only the pro-
gram of the Zigbee terminal is introduced.

Begin

Initialize and set the card
operation to read 

Show welcome

Whether to display the current user

Whether to display warning signs

Whether to display the pass flag

Single port data reception completed?

Card operation

Set card reading operation

End processing

Show the current user

Sound a warning

Make a passing sound

Processing serial port data

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Figure 2: Main function execution flow chart.
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The whole Zigbee programming process is based on the
model of event processing, which promotes the execution of
the whole program through events. Figure 5 is a state switch-
ing diagram of the state machine. The coordinator node
selects whether to receive data packets according to the
report sequence number. The gateway node does not receive
error messages. After the sequence number is reset, the state
machine is in state 9 (trans_state_t_9), where tasks per-
formed by the system send heartbeat packet messages to

the gateway every 10 seconds. When the RFID terminal
transmits a message to the Zigbee terminal, the Zigbee ter-
minal determines the correctness of the message, modifies
its format, generates a newspaper, inserts the newspaper into
a waiting transmission matrix, and generates an event j
(trans_state_convert_arc_t_j). When the event exists, the
modified report is sent to the gateway together with the
sequence number of the current state machine, and a timer
is started to set the receiving waiting time of the ACK. If

Successful card reading
operation 

Display the current
employee number 

Prompt to swipe the
employee card 

Is there an employee
operating 

Enter the RFID card
operation module 

Is there a swipe card
operation 

Read the card
information and store it

in the cache 

Determine the card typeDisplay employee card
information 

Prompt for unregistered
card 

Display baling card information, baling
card number, batch, number of pieces, etc. 

Send data to serial port

Waiting for ACK
information 

Does ACK arrive End card operationDisplays Submission Success and Current
Operator Number 

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Employe
e card

Unregistered
card 

Bundling
card 

Yes

Figure 3: Main function execution flow chart.

Serial interrupt occurs

RI = 1?

Rec_char = SBUF;

Rec_char = C0FrameStart = 0?FrameStart = 1

FrameStart = 1?FrameStart = 0

Uart_comp = 1Receive
complete 

Accept data transfer to
uartBuffer 

End

No
NoNo

YesYes

Yes

Yes

Figure 4: Flow chart of serial interrupt service program processing.
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the Zigbee terminal does not receive an ACK within the
specified time, we believe that an error occurred in the pro-
cess of sending the newspaper. This report was not sent and
needs to be sent again. After the newspaper is sent, accord-
ing to whether the confirmation letter is received within
the specified time, the system enters state 3 (trans_state_t_
3) and state 5 (trans_state_t_5), respectively, indicating that
the system enters the retransmission stage in state 5. If the
retransmission times exceed the threshold set by the system,
the event of resetting the serial number will occur, and the
system enters state 8. In this case, the network failure or
the serial number may be unsatisfactory in Tables 1 and 2.

According to the state machine, a normal state switching
sequence, a state switching sequence when the transmission
timeout is less than a threshold value, and a state sequence
when the system fails or the sequence number is wrong are
provided.

(1) Transmission of messages under normal circum-
stances. The usual sequence message transmission
is k − >a−>b−>j−>g−>i−>g−>i−>⋯; that is, the
program states are 11, 8, 9, 1, and 3, and it switches
cyclically between state 1 and state 3. States 11, 8,
and 9 are the state machine startup and initialization
processes.

(2) Temporary congestion on the network causes some
messages to be lost. In this case, some packets will
be delayed or lost in the system network, and in this
case, some packets may be transmitted repeatedly. At
this point, the reported transport sequence is k − >a

−>b−>j−>c−>e−>e−>:⋯−>e−>h−>i−>c−>g−>i
⋯

(3) Network failure or message disorder. In this case, the
sequence of states corresponding to the above-
mentioned switching graph is k > a − >b > j−>c−>e
−>e−>⋯−>e−>f−>a−>b.

2.4. Implementation of Multiprotocol Conversion Gateway
Module. The ARM9 gateway is the function of protocol con-
version of the whole system. It is a service process that trans-
forms the original data of the wireless sensor network
collected by the Zigbee coordinator into TCP/IP data and
transmits it to the background server. The overall workflow
of the gateway is shown in Figure 6.

The three major functions of the gateway program are to
obtain serial data, the boundary of the original data, and the
repackaging of the data. Each function is shown in Table 3.

2.4.1. Obtain Serial Port Data. The gateway acquires raw
data frames of undefined boundaries transmitted by the
coordinator via crosstalk and stores them in the raw data
queue, where each complete data frame is initiated by a
delimiter 0xFE and the delimiter is a boundary that can be
used to set the data frames. It is the thread uart_rcv_loop
that gets the thread to receive the serial message. The thread
execution flow chart is shown in Figure 7.

The data read from the serial is the original byte stream.
The program checks the length of the data received from the
sequence. If the data is complete, the data is saved to the
queue. After the data is lost, the current operation is
recorded in the error log. Each queue has a length. After
reaching a certain length, the queue data is written as a
buffer memory.

2.4.2. Data Delimitation and Encapsulation. The data
boundary separates mixed data frames and discards incom-
plete data frames. The thread that completes this operation
is package_analysis. The thread task extracts packets from
the original data g_rawdata_queue, determines each packet,
and reencapsulates each processed data frame into a packet
in a new format, thus inserting it into the queue g_pack-
age_queue, waiting for the network thread to be sent for pro-
cessing. The process diagram is shown in Figure 8.

The thread polls the original packet queue g_rawdata_
queue, and if the queue is not empty, the data is fetched at
the head of the queue. In the extracted queue array, the read
state is set to be ready to receive the frame header, and the
frame header identification 0xfe is searched at this time; after
finding the frame header, the data reading state is set to pre-
pare for receiving the frame length, and then, the frame
length byte is read. The specific processing flow chart is
shown in Figure 9.

The original packet queue g_rawdata_queue in the
thread extracts data from the column header if the column
is not empty. The data extracted at a time may include a plu-
rality of raw packets each starting with 0xfx so that the data
extracted from the queue is treated as a byte stream. In the
extracted queue arrangement, the read state is first set to
be ready to receive the frame header, and the frame header

11

8

9

1

5

3

k

a

j

c

h

g e
i

f

Figure 5: Implementation flow chart of Zigbee terminal based on
state machine.
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identification 0xfe is sought at this time. After finding the
frame header, the data reading state is set, the frame length
is prepared to be received, and then, the frame length byte

is read out. The frame content is read from the frame length
byte. Finally, format conversion is carried out, and the con-
version process is the process of data reencapsulation. The

Table 1: Definition and description of state in system.

Status Abbreviation Meaning

trans_state_t_1 1 The data transmission request is received

trans_state_t_3 3 ACK arrival

trans_state_t_5 5 The retransmitted data frame is in a timeout state

trans_state_t_8 8 The state in which the reset sequence number frame request is sent after receiving other states

trans_state_t_9 9 Reset the status of sequence frames after successful transmission

trans_state_t_11 11 Restart

Table 2: Definition and description of events in the system.

Events Abbreviation Meaning

trans_state_
convert_arc_t_c

c The message was sent out of time for the first time

trans_state_
convert_arc_t_g

g The message sent receives ACK within a given time

trans_state_
convert_arc_t_i

i After this message is successfully sent, the next message will be sent

trans_state_
convert_arc_t_e

e
The message is sent out of time for the second time or more, but it is less than the maximum number

of transmissions

trans_state_
convert_arc_t_f

f
The timeout times of message sending are greater than the maximum transmission times; request to

send a reset sequence number frame

trans_state_
convert_arc_t_h

h Receive ACK within a given time when the message is sent again after timeout

trans_state_
convert_arc_t_a

a Sending a reset sequence frame to the coordinator

trans_state_
convert_arc_t_j

j Start sending messages

trans_state_
convert_arc_t_k

K State machine initialization, requiring a reset frame to be sent

Journal:

1. Data Flow Logs

2. Status log 

Obtain serial port data Can the data be processed in
time Data delimitation Data encapsulation

Is the network normalData cache

Send to the background
server 

End processing

Cache it in a file and send it
to the background after the

network is restored

Figure 6: Business flow chart of gateway program.
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processed new packet is inserted into the packet (g_pack-
age_queue). If the original queue is empty, the thread will
go to sleep at intervals. The specific processing flow chart
is shown in Figure 9.

2.4.3. Packet Sending. Packet sending sends the packet data
to the background service program through the TCP/IP pro-
tocol. The thread of this process is the network_loop. A
schematic diagram of the processing of this thread is shown
in Figure 10 which is a flow chart of the design of a packet
sending thread.

The network sending thread first creates a socket con-
nection and sends a connection request to the server. If
the request is successful, it reads the encapsulated packet
queue and sends the data to the background server via
the network. If this process fails, the socket is closed and
the above process is reexecuted. When an error exception
occurs during an operation, it is recorded in the error
exception log.

2.4.4. Log Submodule. In order to improve the detection pos-
sibility of the system, the gateway module uses the log detec-
tion unit and now maintains the data flow log and the status
log. By observing the data flow log, you can know the action
details of the gateway. The status log is used to confirm
whether the gateway is faulty in Figure 11.

2.5. File Cache Submodule. The gateway module uses two
cache files in the storage of sequence data and the packaged

data storage. In the gateway module, the upper limit of the
queue size is set to 1024, and when the data volume exceeds
1024, it will be cached by external files. The logic of file cach-
ing is as follows:

(a) After processing the data in the queue (assuming
there are N columns left blank at that time), you
need to confirm the cache file and save N data at
the end of the queue

(b) When new data enters the queue, the cache file is
checked. If the cache file is not empty, the new data
is saved directly to the cache file. If the cache file is
empty, make sure the queue is full. If it is not filled,
the new data is queued and filled, and the new data
will be temporarily saved in the cache file

3. Design and Analysis of Probability Location
Algorithm Based on DV-Hop Grid

This section will describe in detail the combined DV-Hop
localization process and grid probabilistic localization algo-
rithm execution process and, according to the specific appli-
cation scenarios in this paper, improve the algorithm
execution of the average hop distance and hop between
nodes in the calculation method. Finally, the different factors
that affect the bit accuracy of the method are analyzed.

3.1. Calculation of Average Jump Distance. In this part, the
method of calculating the average hop distance between
nodes by using the uniformity of nodes in the system is
improved. In the current hypothesis, the number of nodes
in a uniform network is the density of nodes (per square
meter), the communication radius between nodes isR(m),
and the total number of nodes in a circle has a radiusR.
The N nodes are arranged in the form of Figure 12, in which
adjacent nodes of different layers represent equilateral
triangles.

In the figure, there are about 19 nodes in a circle with
radius R as the center, and the nodes are divided into two
layers. The first layer (from inside to outside) contains 6
nodes, the second layer has 18 nodes, and generally, there
are 6 m nodes in the m layer. The estimated total number
of nodes n is suitable for the following equation.

n ≤
m 6 + 6mð Þ

2 : ð5Þ

Equation (5) can transform the resulting equation (6)
and solve the equation (6) to obtain equation (7). The value

Table 3: Function description of each thread in gateway programming.

Thread function name Functional description

uart_rcv_loop Processing data received from the coordinator

package_analyse Delimitation and reencapsulation of original data packets

network_loop Packet sending

pingtest_loop Test the connection between the gateway and the server

Initialization

Read data from
serial port 

Data integrity?

Join the teamRecord a log

End processing

No

Yes

Figure 7: Flow chart of obtaining serial data thread execution.
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Join the team
Raw data queue g_rawdata_queue

Encapsulated queue g_package_queue package_after_analyse

uart_raw_data

Out of the team

Join the team

Format
conver
sion 

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of delimiting and encapsulating processing threads.

Begin

Whether the original
queue is empty 

Original data out of
queue Enter Team 2 

Correct?

Setting frame header
connector 

Set frame length
receive

instant translation 

0xFE

Correct?

Read frame length
bytes 

Is the processing
finished 

Format transformation

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Figure 9: Flow chart of frame delimitation processing.

Array

Queue

G_package_queue Send_to_network

Background
serviceOut of the

team Socket

write

Figure 10: Schematic diagram of thread processing of network sending data packets.
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of m is greater than 0, and the final value of m is shown in
equation (7).

m2 +m −
n
3 ≥ 0, ð6Þ

m ≥
−1 +

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 + 4n/3

p

2 orm ≤
−1 −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 + 4n/3

p

2 , ð7Þ

m ≥
−1 +

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 + 4n/3

p

2 : ð8Þ

Equation (10) can be obtained by appropriately scaling
equation (8). Then, formula (9) is brought in, and the
result of taking the minimum value of M to M is shown
in formula (11).

n = ρπr2, ð9Þ

m ≥
ffiffiffi
n
3

r
−
1
2 ,

ð10Þ

m ≈ r
ffiffiffi
ρ

p
−
1
2 :

ð11Þ

From formula (11), it can be calculated that the circu-
lar area of n nodes is arranged in about m layers, so the
distance between nodes is H = R/M. After expansion, it is
shown in the following formula.

h = r
m

≈
r

r
ffiffiffi
ρ

p − 1/2 = 2ffiffiffi
ρ

p − 1/r : ð12Þ

Because the value of h is greater than zero, we take h
= r when

ffiffiffi
ρ

p − 1/r ≤ 0. Considering comprehensively, the

Begin

Create a socket

Initiate a connection request to
the server 

Success?

Fetch a packet from
the queue 

Send

Success?

Close the current
socket 

N

Y

Figure 11: Network send thread design flow chart.

M r

Figure 12: Node distribution diagram of single hop network.
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average jump distance h between nodes can be obtained as
shown in the following equation.

h =

2ffiffiffi
ρ

p − 1/r , 
ffiffiffi
ρ

p
−
1
r
> 0,

r,  ffiffiffi
ρ

p
−
1
r
≤ 0:

8>><
>>:

ð13Þ

Equation (13) is the average hop distance between
nodes calculated in the ideal case of uniform arrangement
of nodes.

3.2. Algorithm Design Flow. The process of mesh location
determination algorithm based on the DV-Hop is similar
to the DV-Hop location determination algorithm. The algo-
rithm firstly calculates the minimum hops from each node in
the network to the anchor node by broadcasting packets to
the anchor node. In the location determination algorithm,
each location node of course estimates that the barrier con-
structed by all nodes is the same [14]. The finishing execu-
tion flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure 13.

The calculation formula of parameter input is shown in
the following equation.

λ = Distance from grid point to anchor node
Corrective factor : ð14Þ

λ in the above formula is the distance between grid point
and anchor node in the unit of transmission hops, and the

correction factor is calculated by equation (13). ph
k
1

ij is found,

and ph
k
1

ij represents the probability that the unknown node k
is located at the location ði, jÞ and reaches the anchor node
through the hk1 hop.

Formula (14) is the correction coefficient calculated the-
oretically, and the secondary factor needs to be further
adjusted for the specific actual environment. In the next sec-
tion, when the simulation experiment is carried out in the
last paper, the small amplitude correction coefficient is given
to obtain the best positioning effect of the system, and the
ideal correction coefficient in the simulation environment
is obtained under different network scales. Even in a real
environment, this parameter must be adjusted to achieve
the best positioning effect based on the specific network size
and layout environment.

The experiment shows that the transmission hops of an
unknown node and anchor node are integers, and the trans-
mission hops have almost 0.5 error. In addition, considering
that there is a certain error in obtaining the transmission
hop count from the unknown node to the anchor node,
the local average hop count is taken in this implementation,
that is, the following equation.

Si =
∑j⊆n tð Þhj + hi

n ið Þj j + 1 − 0:5: ð15Þ

nðiÞ sends an adjacent node having a hop count of 1
from a surrounding node of the unknown node I to the node

I itself. hi and hj are the hops of node i, node j, and anchor
node, respectively. The formula calculates a local average for
transmitting hops from the unknown node I to the anchor
node. The hop count from the adjacent node to the anchor
node is the reference information for calculating the hop
count from the adjacent node to the anchor node. This cal-
culation of hop count from unknown optimized node to
anchor node is one of the improved parts based on the
DV-Hop positioning algorithm. When the network scale
becomes larger, the local average hop count is due to the sig-
nificant differences between communication models of each
part of the network, so it can further reflect the hop count
from the location node to the anchor node. At this time,
the hop count from the nodes around the node to the anchor
node has certain reference significance for the hop count
from the node itself to the anchor node.

3.3. Simulation Experiment and Result Analysis. According
to the algorithm description provided in the previous sec-
tion, the influence of grid size and the number of error nodes
from two latitudes of the total network ratio on the algo-
rithm error are observed. In this paper, we use formula
(12) to calculate the error.

error =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xdest − xið Þ2 + ydest − yið Þ2

q
, ð16Þ

where (xdest,ydest) is the location coordinates estimated
by nodes located at positions (xi, yi).

Experiments show that the positioning accuracy of the
DV-Hop-based probabilistic mesh location determination
algorithm is directly related to the number of anchor nodes
and the size of the network itself. Figure 14 is a diagram
showing the change of positioning accuracy related to the
number of anchor nodes when the network sizes are 30,
54, and 96, respectively.

It can be seen from the figure that with the increase of
the number of anchoring nodes, the positioning accuracy
index increases. When there are 20 anchored nodes, the
accuracy of 96 nodes is only about 50%. This is because, as
the network size increases, the proportion of anchored nodes
decreases, affecting the correct speed.

In the experiment, the position configuration of anchor
nodes is important, which directly affects the positioning
accuracy. Figure 15 shows that when the anchor point is 5
and the total number of nodes is 20, the correct number of
position nodes changes with the position of anchor nodes.
In the figure, 50 tests indicate that the position of each
locked node is randomly selected. It can be seen that the
location of anchored nodes has a significant impact on the
positioning accuracy of nodes.

From Figure 15, if the number of anchored nodes in the
network significantly affects the error of the node position-
ing algorithm, and the proportion of the anchoring score
increases to 30%, the error of the improved probabilistic grid
positioning algorithm is as follows: it can be seen that it is
about 7% of the communication distance. The location error
of the DV-Hop algorithm and unimproved probabilistic grid
algorithm is higher than this value.
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The selection of the correction coefficient has a signifi-
cant influence on the positioning results. This paper intro-
duces the change of the modification factor of the network
scale through simulation experiment. According to the trend
of the simulation curve, the correction coefficient can be
dynamically adjusted according to the scale of the network
in the practical application. If the ratio of anchor nodes in
the network is assumed to be 10%, the curve of the optimal
correction coefficient is shown here in Figure 16 according
to the scale of the network expansion.

When the network size is more than 160 square meters,
the configuration interval between nodes is 2 meters, and the
change of correction coefficient begins to be stable.

4. Performance Test

4.1. Zigbee Network Performance Test. Figure 16 shows the
operational topology of a single production line during sys-
tem execution. The red node in the figure is the coordinator
node, the blue node is the root node, and the yellow node is
the terminal node. The whole network represents the tree
structure.

During operation, the system tests the performance of
the local Zigbee network of each line, and the Zigbee net-
work is divided into a network establishment phase and a
data transmission phase. It takes about 90% of the time in
the process of network construction. Here, in the

Network initialization

Anchor node flooding self-
information

Is it an anchor node
Record the hop count to each

anchor node (generate a hop count
vector) 

Calculate correction factor

Broadcast correction factor

Is it an anchor node Execute grid probabilistic
positioning algorithm

Report one's own position

End of positioning

Receive positioning commands

No

Yes

No

Yes

Figure 13: Flow chart of grid algorithm execution.
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construction of the network, the time consumption of net-
works with different sizes is tested. The test results are
shown in Figure 17.

As shown in the figure, with the increase of the network
scale, the time required for network construction is getting
longer and longer. If the network size is less than 80 nodes,
the Zigbee network can be built within 10 seconds. If the
network size is too large, the association space that coordina-
tion nodes must maintain will become larger, because it

takes more time to maintain the terminal nodes in the
network.

4.2. Gateway Performance Test. The throughput of the gate-
way is tested. It is the ability to transfer data without using
cache files, that is, without losing data packets. The test
results of this paper are shown in Table 4.

During the test, the input speed limit is 200 seconds. It
can be seen from the table that the output speed increases
linearly with the input speed, so the processing capacity of
the gateway is in the crosstalk limit speed (38400 bps is used
here), and the performance of the unsaturated gateway fully
undertakes the transmission task of the Zigbee network. In
addition, because the smaller the timer interval in the Zigbee
protocol stack, the greater the error, and the greater the error
for the two items at the back of the table.

4.3. Overall Response Time of Platform. The data is generated
by the staff using the card from the collection terminal and
then inserted into the database through the collection termi-
nal, Zigbee network, gateway, and background server pro-
gram. The whole process takes about 1.6 s. The system has
made 28 measurements and obtained the average response
time of each module. For example, the response time of each
module is shown in Figure 18.

The Zigbee network module accounts for about 73% of
the time. The coordinator needs to confirm the data sent
by the terminal. This time, it is a two-way street. On the
other hand, the processing power of the processors used by
Zigbee coordinators and terminals is limited. When a termi-
nal transmits a large amount of data, caching processing is
needed to legally check the data. The background business
processing module is equivalent to the time ratio of the gate-
way module. These processing tasks are similar, but the pro-
cessing power of the background service is better than that
of the gateway module.

4.4. Platform Performance Optimization Test

4.4.1. Data Acquisition Concurrent Stress Test. The
employee’s production data will eventually be inserted into
the database through the wireless network. The concurrency
of network transmission is not considered here. We simu-
lated the production reports delivered to us during the
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Table 4: Gateway throughput test results.

Send rate (pieces/s) Gateway output rate (pieces/s)

0.5 0.57

1 1.12

2 2.3

20 20.8

50 58

200 243

73%

16%

6%
5%

Comparison of response time
of each module of the system

Zigbee network
Acquisition terminal
Gateway
Background service

Figure 18: Response time ratio of each module of the system.
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production process, increased the number of users linked to
the database, and tested the average insertion time of data
with different connection numbers. The following
Figure 19 shows the results of data acquisition and simulta-
neous stress testing. When the number of simultaneous con-
nections is 20, the average time for inserting one data after
system optimization is 1.95ms, which can meet the system
requirements.

4.4.2. Concurrent Stress Test of System Client. In order to test
the simultaneous user volume of the system, it is obviously
impossible to install the system on hundreds of computers.
In order to solve the above problems, first set the username
and password of the database as regular passwords. We use
the test database and can freely change the test account
information. First, we modify the database with the pro-
gram, so that the username and password of the test data-
base are the same. At the same time, the program is
changed, so that the system login program accepts the
parameters of the command line, generates the simulated
username and password for batch input, and executes the
batch file to simulate the system registration and use of mul-
tiple users. In 10 computers, the simulated login and simul-
taneous stress test were carried out on the system client.
Figure 20 shows the resulting test results. The test results
show that the optimized system will be kept in the hands
of more than 600 users at the same time, which can fully
meet the scale requirements of client software installation
and be used in large garment factories.

4.4.3. Performance Test of System Page Response Time. The
paging response time of the system refers to the time from
the time when the user sends out the paging request to the
time when the corresponding data is obtained. The system
page is the medium for the interaction between the system
and the user. The paging response time of the system is
the most intuitive evaluation standard for the user. The
response time of the production status page was tested,
and the test results shown in Figure 21 are obtained:

For the optimized system, the average response time of
the production status page is 1.04 s. At the same time, the
pages of different systems are tested in the same way, and
the response time of each page is maintained at about 1 s.
As for the paging response time of the system, there is an
unwritten standard in the industry, with the principle of 2/
5/10 seconds. The system with paging response time within
2 seconds is considered to bring excellent experience to
users. It can bring a good user experience in 5 seconds and
bad user experience in 10 seconds. The average user
response time of this system is maintained at about 1 second,
which can bring users a good experience.

5. Conclusion

This paper is aimed at the background of increasingly obvi-
ous advantages such as technological innovation and prod-
uct manufacturing upgrade. The garment production line
management system proposed in this paper is based on the
garment production line, introduces Internet technology

into the garment production process, and monitors every
link of the garment production process through the Zigbee
network. The system improves the automation degree of
enterprises, greatly expands the application scope of wireless
sensor networks, and promotes the application level of data
acquisition, monitoring, equipment maintenance, and diag-
nosis in China’s industrial fields. Through the Internet of
Things technology, the clothing production process can be
improved, production efficiency can be improved, and
industrial upgrading can be realized.
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